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  Every year Vivekanand Public School, B Block, Anand Vihar sets a platform for the participants from various 

prestigious schools to bring out their best from within and to learn from the fellow contenders. Going with this 

tradition, the school again, this year, envisaged season 5 of Renaissance… Expressing Innovation, a 2 days 

interschool fiesta of competitions on 15 and 16 October 2019 with the motive “Building A Stronger Brand –You”..  
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The mega event got its flying start with sacred ceremony of lamp lightening and chanting of Gaytri Mantra. 

The programme was an amalgamation of creative and prolific interdisciplinary activities such as SYMPOSIA, 

TALK A TRAIL, SCENETTA, MATHS NINJA, MASQUERADE, REGATTA GALA, ASHTAPADA, NATAKAANI etc. All 

the events chosen were so challenging that participants left no stone unturned to reach the mantle of 

winners. The fest saw the creative synergy of genius minds from 40 schools of Delhi-NCR who put their 

best foot forward to showcase their latent potential. Their brilliant wizardy at innovating every concept left 

the jury tongue tied. The brow raising talent and brimming energy of the contestant won hearty accolades 

from the chief guest Mr Amit Sharma, DCP( East). The worthy guest appreciated the Management 

Members Sh.K.L. Bhatia , Mr Sunil Khanna , School Principal Ms. Ashima Jhamb, Head Mistress Ms Nancy 

Khanna and teaching fraternity for  assimilating  the synergy of prodigies with their unmatched skill. The 

glittering overall trophy was raised by Lovely public school. The joyous participants left the school with 

proud gestures after successful culmination of the event. 



                

 

 

 

                        



     

On the cosy morning of December 15,2019, the sprawling ground of Vivekanand Public School, beautifully clad with 

 colours of celebration was set attuned to welcome the excited and highly charged footfall in one of its kind, Winter  

Carnival Vibrations ,on the theme Legacy Of Cultural Heritage. The magnificent conviviality was graced by the benign  

presence of the Chief Guest Hon’ble MLA Sh. O.P Sharma followed by an austere ambience when he was joined  

by the Management members Sh. K.L. Bhatia , Mr. Sunil Khanna , Principal Mrs Ashima Jhamb and Headmistress 

 Ms Nancy Khanna for the lighting of the ceremonial lamp. 

 

 

Young Vivekians hit the floors with their spectacular cultural performances .The majestic beauty of rich and varied 

culture of India reflected in the cultural extravaganza, kept many hearts beating and feet tapping. The 

academically bright students who showed remarkable performance in CBSE Boards both in class X and XII were 

appreciated and felicitated. 

 

The elated crowd at various games stalls, eager to win exciting prizes made the event more enthralling. Mouth-

watering delicacies and spicy delights at food stalls and joy rides added irresistible magnetic touch to the event. In 

the evening, the most exciting part of the day, the Potluck hour was dignified by the gracious presence of Mr 

Amit Sharma, DCP( East) The happy winners left the school grounds with a potpourri of smiles, prizes and 

memories. 

 



    

  

In the age of environmental concern individual are outwardly interested in the healthy state of surroundings. Our 

desire for clean environment represents a powerful sense of destiny and hope for better future worth living a 

healthy and fit life which can not be achieved without joint efforts of authorities and public as well. This year on 

2nd  Oct, 2019 i.e 150th birth anniversary of Father of the Nation, Mahatma Gandhi Ji, “Fit India 2 Km Plogging 

Event “ under Fit India Mission envisaged by the Ministry of Youth Affairs and Sports to encourage people not to 

be careful only for their own health but also to be a responsible stewards of the mother earth. With a pious 

motive of being concerned custodian, Vivekanand Public School, B- Block, Anand Vihar put its feet forward by 

organising a run for plogging for 2 km, where the teaching faculty and students showed their remarkable 

enthusiasm. The event was a great initiative to ignite the spark of awareness in the community. The gesture 

shown by the young Vivekians with masked faces, gloved hands, carrying garbage bags, placards and banners was 

itself motivating. 

The graceful presence of the Management members, the Principal  and the Head mistress spurred the students to 

put their arduous efforts which resulted in successful culmination of the event. 

 

 

 

 



  

 

 

"I hear and I forget, I see and I remember, I do and I 

understand" – Confucius 

Schools that include educational trips as part of the curriculum provide students the joy of discovery and 

opportunity to learn new things through travel. Educational tours are a great way for students and educators to 

absorb, interact and to grasp theory practically. They are not only a huge welcome break for both the students 

and teachers but also of educational significance to both of them. Keeping this in mind, our school took the 

initiative to make their students explore the simplicity of the countryside through a visit to Surajgarh Farms. 

Exquisitely decorated with local art & craft, it was a fun-filled outing where the students along with their teachers 

experienced genuine rural and cultural heritage. The students enjoyed a host of activities like camel cart ride, 

bullock cart and tractor ride. Equally fascinating was an exposure to the long forgotten traditional games like 

Kanche Goli , lattoo , pithoo, gulel, kite flying to name a few. The students also enjoyed Archery, Air Gun, Dart 

Shooting, Trampoline, Tug of War, Burma Bridge etc. Scrumptious food and foot tapping music in the DJ area 

made the visit a memorable one. 

                                                 TRIP TO SURAJGARH FARM 

 

 

 



 

    

The second group of students from primary wing visited Oh! Max Wonderland which is an ideal place for 

kids to develop their skills and indulge in some great fun and learning and the best activity for a gang of 

friends  who love a good challenge and crave the adrenaline rush at the end of a tough pursuit. It was 

indeed the most cherished trip. 

  

 

 

 

“Travel makes one modest, you see what a tiny place you occupy   

                                 in the world.”  



 


